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ENOVAX MARKS A
DYNAMIC MILESTONE
“SPBA 2016 PROMISING
BRANDS AWARD”

Mr Erwin Foo, Chairman/CEO of ENOVAX PTE LTD, was the recent recipient of
“SINGAPORE PRESTIGE BRAND AWARD 2016 - PROMISING BRANDS” award, a much
coveted accolade with a 16-year history and highly respected in the business fraternity.
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(Winner, SPBA Promising Brands
Award 2016)

t ENOVAX Client, Nexia TS wins “SCA”
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“SINGAPORE PRESTIGE BRAND AWARD
(SPBA) is an initiative by the Association of
Small & Medium Enterprises (ASME) and the
local Chinese Daily LIANHE ZAOBAO that
promotes and showcases business luminaries
in Singapore who stay on the forefront
of branding. Their vision is to showcase
business leaders at different stages of their
branding journey and the achievement of
new milestone in branding excellence.
The theme for this year’s Awards which are
segregated into 6 categories, is “Elevating
resilient brands to greater heights” which
seek to identify and acknowledge successful
and resilient brands which have scaled new
heights in today’s competitive business
landscape. An ASME- Lianhe Zaobao Award,
this prestigious award is supported by ie
Singapore, Intellectual Property Office of
Singapore (IPOS) and SPRING Singapore.
ENOVAX won the “PROMISING BRANDS
AWARD” category for brands that are
established for 3 to 8 years in Singapore.
This Award recognizes and honors upand-coming enterprises, acknowledging
their efforts in powering branding as a
key strategic tool from the onset of their
business strategy.

Other categories include the Established
Brands, Heritage Brands, Regional Brands,
Special Merit awards and a newly created
category, Micro Brands. SPBA is an industry
affirmation of brands’ success and spirit of
resilience and the veritable national platform
for nurturing the growth of local brands
in the hope of inspiring more budding
entrepreneurs of tomorrow.
On receiving this “SPBA PROMISING BRAND
2016” award, Mr Erwin Foo was charged with
a renewed entrepreneurial motivation to
propel the ENOVAX brand to even greater
heights, with plans to grow the brand
regionally so more companies can profit from
our IT solutions expertise.

NOTE : A Gala Dinner & Award Presentation Ceremony will be held on 28 October 2016 at the Ritz Carlton Hotel
where ENOVAX will be presented with a Trophy by a Minister to mark the Awards to Recipients. Look out for a
full report in our next issue of E=MAX in December 2016.

ENOVAX CLIENT, NEXIA TS WINS “SCA”
INNOVATION AWARD 2016
ENOVAX has been producing IT business solutions for appreciative clients to
help accelerate their enterprise growth. Our successful delivery of Practice
Management System (PMS) to NEXIA TS has now helped the company to win
the INNOVATION Award (Large Practice Category) at the recent Singapore
Accountancy Award 2016 ceremony on 25 August at Marina Bay Sands Expo
and Convention.
Singapore Accountancy Award is organized biennially by the Institute of
Singapore Chartered Accountants (ISCA), and supported by the Accounting
and Corporate Regulatory Authority (ACRA) and the Singapore Accountancy
Commission (SAC). The Awards aim to celebrate excellence in the
accountancy sector to recognize outstanding practices and individuals in the
profession. The Innovation Award seeks to distinguish the nominees from
their competitors based on innovative initiatives adopted by the practice
to enhance the quality of their services, or to provide unique services that
distinguish them from their competitors.
PMS is a comprehensive ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) system which
is fully developed by ENOVAX and deployed successfully at Nexia TS. Used
by a few hundred staff in Singapore, it is a single platform to streamline the
business processes, where all the major business processes are managed
by the designed workflow to ensure proper operational efficiency and
increase company productivity, including consolidation of all key KPI of the
performance of the staff and individual department. Nexia TS Managing
Director/Founder Mr. Henry Tan was very pleased on receiving the award
and our CEO Mr. Erwin Foo was a specially invited guest to witness the
happy occasion.

OSP PARTAKES IN SII KOPI
TALK SERIES
Our subsidiary Onestop Security Platform Pte Ltd (OSP) has moved one
notch higher in its marketing efforts to reach out to more security officers,
security agencies and related government agencies like Security Industry
Institute (SII), Union of Security Employees (USE) and Workforce Development
Agency (WDA).
Working with our partners and stake holders, we jointly put together a
program initiated and presented by SII on 13 August 2017. This is the first
session in SII’s KOPI TALK SERIES conducted at the Lifelong Learning Institute
which attracted some 80 security officers, officials and trade representatives
on a Saturday morning.
OSP General Manager, Colin Quek spoke about OSP 24/7 Security Job Site
Portal with a live demonstration of security officers FREE online registration.
The session included a talk by USE on union membership and its role
and benefits. The other speaker was from WDA which shared information
“Reskilling for Jobs Programme”, with emphasis on “Looking to hire Locals ?”.
The KopiTalk series ended on a positive note with many requesting for more
such dialogue sessions for the security industry.
Taking the collaboration a step further, OSP is now regularly conducting
security registration (recruitment exercise) in the Portal at SII.

“MAGNOLIA 5
VERSION” TRAINING

As part of the partnership deal with the Swiss
software company MAGNOLIA, an in-depth
training program was conducted in ENOVAX
office in Singapore. Held over four and a half
days from 31 May to 4 June 2016, the special
course was attended by 8 ENOVAX Staff
members, comprising our Chief Architect/
Senior Manager, Assistant Managers,
software Consultants and Business Analysts.
MAGNOLIA Team Lead/Trainer Mr. Tu Bo Xuan
from Vietnam was on hand to guide the
attendees. Apart from the course materials,
Mr. Tu Bo Xuan also shared his personal
experiences using MAGNOLIA digital
business platform with a CMS at its core.
With this MAGNOLIA software knowledge,
ENOVAX will be more equipped to help

businesses create compelling digital
experiences for their web, mobile and IoT
(Internet of things) initiatives. In addition,
with this certified partnership with
MAGNOLIA, we will be able to further offer
customers with fast and easy integration of
third-party systems and adapt quickly to
changing business priorities and decisions.
Going forward, ENOVAX will also be in a good
position to create outstanding multi-channel
personalized digital experience with best-ofbreed tools to accelerate business growth.
The Magnolia 5 Version training contains
chapters on base concepts, templating,
site development, Magnolia Apps – UX and
advanced topics. At the end of the training
session, participants were all “thumbs up” for
the new knowledge and skills gained.

ENOVAX “SETS SAIL” FOR THE HIGH SEAS
As part of ENOVAX’s on-going team spirits building and
bonding exercise, a corporate outing was organized in July
to reward staff for the hard work in the first half of 2016.
All staff members set out from SENTOSA COVE in full force
for an afternoon of fun, great food and pitting skills in
competitive games – which included swimming, tug-of-war
at sea, canoeing, plasticine modelling, sandcastle building
amongst others… WHAT A GREAT DAY IT WAS !!!!

ENOVAX “FACEBOOK” LAUNCHED

ENOVAX ADVERTISING
CAMPAIGN BEGINS
As part of the publicity package on winning the SPBA
2016 Promising Brands Award, ENOVAX will be accorded
some media attention through the daily newspapers The
Straits Times (English) and Lianhe Zaobao (Chinese). It is
thus an appropriate time in our branding journey to take
up some form of print advertising to further promote our
company and our products/services.

Social media is more a common tool for business communication as
technology evolves and becomes part of the commercial landscape. Today,
Facebook naturally takes on a more important role in daily communication
amongst internet users.
With this in mind, ENOVAX Facebook was launched on 25 August to extend
our marketing and social outreach to clients, staff and the publics. Now, our
corporate milestones, achievements and company developments will be
posted on Facebook so that our timely updates can benefit the business
and social communities. Going forward, we will constantly add new features
on our Facebook to keep it engaging and relevant as we expand and grow
the company.

SAY “HALLO” TO A NEW
ARRIVAL “HONG SHEN”
On the morning 16 June 2016, our Admin & Finance Manager, Ms Collean
Chua delivered a bubbly baby boy. Weighing 3.5kg, little Cheng Hong Shen
was a picture of true bliss for Collean and her husband Danell Cheng as this
is their first born. Both mother and child were in great spirits as they left the
maternity hospital for home in Johor, Malaysia. The Management and staff
of Enovax & OSP send our blessings and good wishes to the Chengs on the
new addition to the family.

For a start, we have committed to take up a Full page
Color advertisement in the Winners’ Special, a magazine
specially published to commemorate all winners in
the Singapore Prestige Brands Awards, which will be
distributed at the Gala Dinner cum Award Presentation
ceremony.

Similarly, on the day of the Gala dinner event, The Straits
Times and Lianhe Zaobao will carry a Press Supplement
each (in English & Chinese respectively) to honor all SPBA
2016 Awards winners. ENOVAX advertisements (in Black/
White) will appear in the two newspapers together with
editorial write-ups.

ENOVAX FAMILY
EXPANDS

From Left (Seated) : Justin Chi, Lim Wen Shing, Phoon Ying Foong, Lavanya Annamalai & Tharaka
From Left (Standing) : Daniel Baylon, Chua Hong Yean and Davis Zheng

LIM WEN SHING

Thanks to the unfailing support from our
loyal clients, many of whom have been
with us since we commenced business in
2010, ENOVAX is now able to grow our IT
production team to cope with the increase
in projects awarded.
Our new family members are experienced
industry players who have garnered
invaluable experience before joining
ENOVAX. We are fairly confident that with
our strengthened force, we will be in an
even more dynamic position to serve our
customers better.

PHOON YING FOONG

LAVANYA ANNAMALAI

Senior Web Designer

Senior Software consultant

Wen Shing has some 18 years of experience
in graphic and web design for both print and
online works. Her multi-media designing
capabilities were horned at major employers
like Raffles Medical Group, Singapore Pools,
Shaw Organization, MOH Holdings, Media
Plus & Communications, amongst others.

Born in India, Lavanya is a Singapore PR,
having relocated here since 2006.
Collectively, she has more than 6 years of
experience in IT business solutions as Java
Developer, System Analyst, Team Leader in
designing & developmental work (including
design, coding and testing) for projects with
good exposure to technologies like J2EE,
JSP, AJAX, jQuery, Java Programming and
Oracle Database amongst others. Some of
the bigger IT companies Lavanya worked for
include Infosys Technologies, ST Electronics
(Info-software) Singapore, NCS, MobilQuest
Pte Ltd and GLAReal Software Solution
Pte Ltd.

Wen Shing’s exposure to various industries
places her in a vantage position in serving
ENOVAX clients with specific business needs.
She holds Diplomas in Graphic Design
(Nanyang Academy of Fine Arts) and Digital
Advertising Technologies and Analytics
(Temasek Polytechnic).

DAVIS ZHENG

JUSTIN CHI JIANJUN

Senior Manager

Senior Software Consultant

Senior Software consultant

35 years old, Phoon Ying Foong last served
as Vice President of Engineering at MYDOC
Pte Ltd, overseeing the architecture and
technology of the company and leading
the offshore and onshore engineering
teams. A Permanent Resident of Singapore,
Malaysian born Ying Foong graduated with
a Bachelor degree in Electrical and Electronic
Engineering from the Nanyang Technological
University (NTU) of Singapore. Effective in
English, Mandarin, Malay and Japanese, he
will be an asset as ENOVAX grows regionally
with his multi language skills.

Armed with a Bachelor of Science in
Computing and Information System Degree
conferred by the University of London
(Singapore Institute of Management) and
a Diploma in Internet Computing from
Temasek Polytechnic, Davis has steadily
built up his IT business solution experience
during his employment with ST Electronics,
DSO National Laboratories, NCS Pte Ltd and
Surbana Technologies. He has set his mind in
a career in the local IT industry and acquired
additional experiences and skills in various
programming languages and tools prior to
joining ENOVAX.

A graduate of Dalian Jiaotong University
with a Bachelor degree in Computer
Science, Justin’s 10 years of working
experience in IT solutions for sectors like
Banking (Credit Suisse, Credit Agricole
Corporate and Investment Bank); payment
gateway (NETS, Mobile Credit Payment
and Gateway 2); Government agency
(Accounting and Corporate Regulatory
Authority) and leisure (Japan Tourist Bureau)
are very much in line with ENOVAX’s scope
of business offerings. Before coming to
Singapore, 35 year old Justin has worked
in Strategic System Solution in Hangzhou,
China as a Team Leader.

THARAKA WIJESOORIYA
Senior Software consultant

Tharaka was specially recruited from
Sri Lanka where he amassed 3.5 years of
working experience in the IT industry for
multi-national software companies. Born
in 1990, Tharaka studied part-time and
earned his degree in Bachelor of Information
Technology from the University of Colombo
School of Computing, in addition to a handful
of diploma and certificate in Computer
Application and Programming. Tharaka is
also a diploma holder in Human Resource
Management.

QUARTERLY PRODUCTIVITY
WINNERS
ENOVAX management & staff are often commended for their contributions and in our
quarterly effort to reward staff for their outstanding performance and productivity,
Golden Village Movie vouchers were presented to Jensen, Sofia, and Henny. The issue of
GV Vouchers is to support our clients as well.

CHUA HONG YEAN
Software consultant

Chua Hong Yean hails from Johor, Malaysia
and secured his Bachelor’s Degree in
Computer Science/Information Technology
from the University Technology Malaysia
with Grade A/1st Class honors. In addition,
he was on the University’s Dean List from 1st
– 8th semesters and completed a course in
Japanese. A modest young man, Hong Yean
worked as an IT Programmer at Lachiever
Technology in Johor for a year before
crossing into Singapore to join the
ENOVAX family.

DANIEL BAYLON

Software consultant

MONTHLY BIRTHDAY
CELEBRATIONS
Continuing ENOVAX’s tradition of celebrating employees’ birthdays in the office at
the company’s monthly Staff Meeting, birthday songs were sung and birthday cakes
cut to rejoice in these happy occasions. Recent celebrants included John Celendro,
Chua Hong Yean, Jensen, Davies and Hou Tao.

A Filipino with a Bachelor of Science in
Information Technology degree from Colegio
Sab Agustin-Bacolod, Daniel Baylon has
about four years of experience as Software
Engineer in Java and Java EE. He is an
experienced developer with exposure in
varying domians. The companies he has
worked in include Thales Solution Asia Pte
Ltd, Indra Philippines, Inc, and Aeon Credit
Services Systems (Philippines), Inc. Apart
from English and Filipino, Daniel is also
fluent in Japanese.
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